We develop a theory of extensions of von Neumann algebras by locally compact groups of automorphisms. The emphasis is on the description (from an algebraic point of view) of those extensions of a given von Neumann algebra by a given group which determine a fixed homomorphism from the group into the outer automorphism classes of the given algebra. Thus the study of such homomorphisms occupies a substantial part of the paper; for a large class of examples we are able to determine when such a homomorphism is split, and give a simple algebraic description of the extensions. We then give necessary and sufficient conditions (of an analytic nature) for an extension to be equivalent to a twisted crossed product extension, and give some applications to the study of representations of certain topological groups, and to approximately finite dimensional von Neumann algebras.
Introduction
This paper continues a study, begun in [21] , of extensions of a von Neumann algebra by a locally compact group (of automorphisms). While [27] considered a rather special kind of extension, namely the crossed product of a von Neumann algebra by a group of automorphisms and a centre-valued, unitary, 2 cocycle on the group (a topic also considered in [32] ), this paper is concerned with a much more general kind of extension. At the same time, our extensions are intimately connected with properties which a homomorphism from a given group into the outer automorphism classes of a given von Neumann algebra might have; in particular, it is invaluable to know when such a homomorphism is split. This same problem arises from consideration of Connes invariant % for II r factors [8] ; for these reasons, the study of such homomorphisms occupies a large portion of the paper.
Briefly, an extension {31, /, x} of a von Neumann algebra JM, by a locally compact group G consists of a von Neumann algebra Jl which is generated by an isomorphic copy /(J?J£) of <3M 9 and a Borel family {^(g), g e G} of unitaries normalizing 7(c5K) and forming a representation of G modulo I(JM). This represents one way in which the terms M,N in an exact sequence l-»M->JV-> G-»l of locally compact groups may be replaced by von Neumann algebras i9M 9 32 respectively. Our work is thus closely related to that of [28] , [23] ; another (different) generalization of the exact sequence above is given in [13] . It should be noted that the analogy with group extensions is more than schematic; if p is any (continuous unitary) representation of N above, the von Neumann algebra p(N)" is indeed an extension of p(M)" by G.
One of the main aims of this paper is to generalize the extension theory of (topological) groups as found for example in [22] and [21] to the von Neumann algebra situation. This is for the most part routine (albeit sometimes technical) and accomplished in Section 3 and Section 4; there is however one notable lack, in that we have been unable to find an intrinsic construction of the "Baer product" of two extensions of <3H by G. It should also be noted that due to the abundance of unitaries in a von Neumann algebra (the unitary group is in particular divisible), the relevant (second) cohomology groups frequently vanish, so that in many cases a given extension {37, /, n} is "strongly equivalent" to another {37, /, n^ where ^ is a representation of G (or, at worst, a representation modulo the centre of 7(JK)).
the central decomposition of <3M, we give a description of the automorphisms a g : geG in terms of "fields of fibre isomorphisms" between the components algebras {<3tt(r) 9 r^^1}; this description reduces to the "point realization" of [19] when <3H is abelian, and to the direct integral decomposition when each a g fixes the centre of <_5K pointwise.
In Section 3 we associate to each extension {3lJ,n} of Jtt by G a G-kernel i.e. a pair {c5K, 0} where 6 is a homomorphism of G into Int(c5fO-Necessary and sufficient conditions are derived, in terms of a centrevalued unitary 3-cocycle on G, (the "obstruction"), for a given (/-kernel to arise from an extension, and an intrinsic description of the group operations among 3-cocycles is given in terms of the corresponding kernels. In Section 4, split kernels, i.e. kernels {3tt, 6} for which there is a Borel homomorphism a: (j-*Aut(c30 lifting 0, are studied.
Criteria are developed for a kernel to be split in terms of the corresponding obstruction. In particular, when JK is properly infinite, or of pure type l\ and G is finite, a kernel is split if and only if its obstruction is trivial. In case JH is type I, it is automatic that all kernels are split and hence all obstructions are trivial. Each extension {32, /, n} of a split kernel is shown to be "strongly equivalent" to a "normalized" extension {57, /, ^} where ^ is a representation of G modulo the centre of I(JM), or, in case <3H is properly infinite, or <3tt of pure type 7/j and G finite, where ^ is a representation of G. The algebraic structure of an extension of a split kernel is thus seen to be identical with that of a twisted crossed product. In Section 5 we give conditions on a (regularized) extension {32, /, n} of JM by G which ensure that it is a crossed product; these are in terms of the existence of a single pair of Plancherel (or dual) weights, one on JM and one on 57. In case G is countable and acts freely on JM these are effectively the more familiar criteria (see e.g. [3] , [12] ) in terms of the existence of an expectation from 57 to I(<3tt). If the group G is abelian we give an alternate characterization, in the spirit of [18] , in terms of the existence of an appropriate "dual action" of the dual group of G on 57.
The final section presents applications; in particular we see that if a group N is an extension of a connected group by an amenable group, then any representation of N generates an approximately finite dimensional von Neumann algebra (see [7] ). Also, in the case of properly infinite algebras Jft, any twisted crossed product 57 of <3M, by G is in fact already an ordinary crossed product (perhaps with respect to a different action of G); this result applies also to certain finite groups and J/j-algebras. Interest in twisted crossed products as a means of producing new von Neumann algebras is thus essentially reduced to the case of abelian algebras (see also [15] for a different approach to this problem); cohomological techniques seem insufficient to give any conclusive results in this case so that we do not attempt any classification of the von Neumann algebras arising in this way.
The author would like to express his debt to A. Connes, without whom this work would never have been begun. § 1. Notations and Conventions
Throughout, all von Neumann algebras <3tt will be assumed to have separable preduals <3tt*, and all Hilbert spaces are separable; when necessary, <3H will be considered as a Borel space with Borel structure generated by the stronĝ -topology. Aut(c5f£) will denote the group of ^-automorphisms of JK with the topology of pointwise norm convergence against JM*°, this topology is Polish, so that the associated Borel structure is standard ( [4] , [14] We begin with a result which seems special, in full generality, to the twodimensional situation. 
If we identify 3H®£> with J^(r)®SW/<r) we
is clear that for each g, the field of automorphisms r is measurable (see [26] 9 so that p g and a g agree on Jli®\' 9 evidently we still have P g (l®u(Kj)=<o(g,h)®u(gh)u(g)* 9 i.e.
co(g,h)®l=ft g (l®u(h)) (l®u(g)u(gh)*).
Finally, if g->a g is a homomorphism, then so is g-»the restriction of ft g to JM®1. On the other hand, we always have
Q.E.D. It should be noted that in the situation of 2.1.5, (g l9 • ea 3 g«)-*w(g 1 , '" 9 g n )®l cobounds in <3tt®<B(L\G)) with respect to ft g =a g ®Ad A(g); of course even if w takes values in 5b(JM), the cochain v constructed above need not take values in the centre of 3tt®<B(L\G)). The result of 2.1.5 has been used implicity in the literature; we note in particular [3; 1.2.4]; the last result plays a role in [9] (in the one dimensional context).
Remarks

Automorphisms of Non-factors
Let <3Vl be a von Neumann algebra with central decomposition <3&~ and let a^Aut(J$f), we are interested in ways of describing a in terms of the component algebras {^M(r), r ^F}. Unless a fixes the centre of c5K pointwise, a does not admit a direct integral decomposition; nevertheless, if c5K is abelian it is well known (see [19] ) that a admits a "point realization" on F (in this case c5K-L°°(r,#)) i. Proof. Let <JL<^=<3tt be a <r-weak*-dense, norm separable C*-subalgebra; we may suppose *&=JLft3b(<3tt) is cr-weak*-dense in 3>(<3M) 9 and that c^? (and SI) are a-invariant. We may further suppose that F is the spectrum of SI.
Let n denote the identity representation of Jl in the decomposable von
we may assume, after deletion of a null set that the ^ are representations and that {nv(<Jl)}" =*3tt(r). Note also that the following diagram commutes where 0 is the Gelfand representation of SI on its spectrum. In view of the fact that we may assume the automorphism a is implemented by some unitary on the Hilbert space of <3H 9 it follows from the proofs of existence and uniqueness of decompositions of representations of C*-algebras (see [10] , especially 8. 
We omit the obvious proof.
Remarks, (i) Proposition 2.2.2. probably remains valid if g-*a g is a continuous representation of G in Aut(c3K). However, the author has not been able to find a systematic method of deleting null sets to effect the proof.
(ii) In case G is countable, and g->a g is a representation, 2.2.2 (iii) is saying that (g, r)^Gxr-*K (g^ is a representation of the groupoid GxF (see [15] ) as "fibre isomorphisms". and <3tt(r') are algebraically isomorphic. By [11] , equivalence classes under Slâ re Borel. Recall that <3ft is said to be centrally smooth ( [11] , [24] ) if there is a #-null Borel set N^F such that the quotient (T-N) \3ljn is countably separated.
Definition 2.2.3. (i) Aut^(JK) is the (normal) subgroup of Aut(c5K) consisting of those automorphisms a with a(z)=z, z^S$>(<3t£).
(ii) Aut^(r) is the group of equivalence classes of measurable automorphisms 9? of r with (pfJL^fj. and (r,<P~l(r))^3l>M for ^-almost all r ? where we identify ^ and <p 2 if ^(r) =<P 2 (r) #-a.e. (The product is composition.) Proposition 
Let 3tt be centrally smooth. Then there is a split exact sequence l->Auts( JK)
Proof. We construct a multiplicative lifting of Autj^(r) into Aut(J$f). We may assume (r, ja) is a probability space, and that (after deletion of a null set) r\Si^i=^ is analytic; we let K: T->J2 be the natural surjection f® and n be the image of /JL under n. Thus, in the decomposition JJL=\ /* M rf/I(cy) j£ of p. with respect to n (see [11] ) we may assume the # w are probability measures, and AaC-T-^" 1 (o))=0 for all cy. By the "partial integration" technique of [24] , we have Jtt=\ @ 3H(a>)dv(a)) where JK(©)^^5K(rX/^r). jo j r By standard section theorems (see e.g. [2] ), we may choose a universally measurable map s: cy eJ2-> t y(cy)e7r" 1 (cy)cr; thus for (almost all) o) e £, c5K(o>)
is isomorphic with c^(5{<y))®L°°(F, # w ). Let now 9 be an invertible measurable transformation on r with <PJUL<^/J. and (r, Kr))^^^ for all r (we have deleted a null set from F to effect this). Each such 95 gives rise to an automorphism a^ of c5K(s(cy))®L°°(F, # w ) via a:(*®/)=x®£S(/), *e^(o>)),/eL~(r,/O, where (Plfi(r}=f(<p-l (r)}. Since 9 is measurable, the field of automorphisms cy-»o^eAut(cSK(<y)) is measurable as a field of automorphisms over a>-»c_%(a>) (see [26] ). We set S e a^d#(a>) on <3A. Clearly, a? depends only on the equivalence class of <p in Aut^(r), and a*oa*=cP°*. It remains to show that any automorphism aeAut(c_^f) is of the form j3oa 9 for some £eAutjg(c30, 9^Autjj/(r) (since clearly a v^A ut^(JK) implies 9=identity a.e.). But from the proof of 2.2.1, given aeAut(cSff) there is a measurable map 9 on r (written T" 1 in 2. is an automorphism of 3tt(f)\ thus aoa^ is expressed as a direct integral of automorphisms of c5Jf(r), so that aoa^^Aut^^H).
Q.E.D.
S and the above exact sequence then reads § 3. Kernels
Kernels and Extensions
We begin with definitions; as usual, von Neumann algebras and groups are supposed to be separable. Definition 3.1.1. A G-kernel { 3tt, 0} consists of (i) a von Neumann algebra <3H, (ii) a homomorphism 6: geG->Out(c_5ff) which admits a Borel lifting to Aut(Jff) i.e. for which there is a Borel map a: G->Aut(c5JO with eoa=0.
We do not assume here the map a of 3.1.1 (ii) is a homomorphism; this situation is discussed in Section 4. The assumption that 6 admits a Borel lifting seems necessary in view of the fact that Int(<_5K) may fail to be closed in Aut(o5K); however, when Int(J$f) is closed (i.e. <3H is full, [4] ) (ii) above is easily seen to be equivalent to requiring 6 to be continuous (cf. [22] ). In this case so that {32,1*,^°} Is indeed an extension of <5H by G. This of course is the twisted crossed product studied in [27] and [32] .
Example 3.1 A Let l->M-»#-»>G-»l be any exact sequence of locally compact separable topological groups (see [22] ), and let p by any continuous unitary representation (or even projective representation) of N on a separable Hilbert space; let 3li=p(M)" 9 3l=p(N)" and /: ^-»32 the inclusion map. If ge G->n g^N is any Borel right inverse to the surjection N-*G, and x(g) =p(n g ), then {37, 1,n} is an extension of <3H by G.
There is one obvious relationship between extensions and kernels; if {32,1, n} is an extension of <5tt by G, and a g =I~1oAd7u(g)oI^Aut(Jlf), then, from 3.1.2 (b), g->0j=e(a,)eOut(«JO is a homomorphism. Clearly {3tt,6} is then a G-kernel. In this situation, we say that the extension {32,/,7zr} realizes or extends the kernel {^H, 6} , and that {JM 9 6} is associated to the extension. An extendable kernel is one which is realized by some extension.
As we shall see ? not all kernels are extendable; our immediate goal is to determine those which are.
Let {JH,0} be a given (/-kernel, and g-*a g^A 
for g,h,k<=G. There is thus a Borel function /:
Since we may choose the maps a, v so that a e =:identity and v(g,A)=l if g or A is the identity, we see f(g,h,k)=l if any of g,h or fc is the identity. We note also that the restriction of the automorphisms a g to Z>(<3tt) defines a representation of G in Aut(S(c3K)) which depends only on 6; we denote this action by 0 also. Proof. This is identical with the proof given in [21, Chapter 4] for the purely algebraic case, and we do not repeat it here.
The unique element of H 3 e (G; ^(^(M))) determined by {JH, 6} via Lemma 3.1.5 will be denoted f{M<5}, In the notations of 2.1.1 and the discussion preceding 3.1.5, the 3-cocycle / satisfies /= d v. 
=Adn(g)^Aiit(i5tt) is a Borel lifting of 0 into Aut( <3K). Since Ad n(g) o Ad n(h) =Ad(n(g)n(h)n(gh)*) o ), and (g,h)^n(g)n(ti)n(gh)*&^(<3M)
is Borel, we may choose
Thus for this choice of a, v, f(g,h,k)=l, and/{^,^} is trivial.
(ii) Suppose /{^,^}=identity. By 3.1.5 (iii) we may choose Borel maps a:seG-»a,eAut(c30, v: (g,A)eGxG-*vfe,/Oe<U( t afO satisfying eo a =0,
for all g,h,kGG. Let £M, act on the Hilbert space M 9 and define operators I(x), x^JM, and 7r(g),
We let 32 be the von Neumann algebra on L\G\M) generated by the operators I(x), x^JM, and 7r(g), g^G. Clearly / is an isomorphism of JM into a subalgebra of 32, and we may compute (g,A) )£(fc) for g,AGEG.
So 7t(g)x(h)=I(v(g,h))n(gh)^I(JM)x(gK).
{37, 7,w} is thus an extension of J$£ by G, which, by the first computation above, realizes the kernel {<3H 9 6}. Q.E.D.
The extension constructed above constitutes a generalization of the twisted crossed product studied in [27] , [32] . As in [30] , it is readily verified that the von Neumann algebra 32 does not depend on realization of Jft on the Hilbert space M. Although there are many extensions realizing a given kernel (in general), we refer to any extension of <Stt by G constructed as in 3.1.6 (ii) above as a regular extension of c5K by G.
In case the automorphisms a g of 3.1.6 (ii) are implemented by a Borel family g-*u g of unitaries on the Hilbert space M of c5K, the generators /(#), of the regular extension may be represented as follows on Indeed, these are the transforms of the generators /(#), n(g) by the unitary operator U on L\GiM) defined by (£/f)(g)=M*-1 £(g). For the purposes of the next result, it is more convenient to use these alternate generators. and ^(wj-i), g&G, respectively. We leave the details to the reader. Q.E.D.
Much of the value of crossed products stems from the Duality Theorem of [30] , in case the group G is abelian. While it seems to be very difficult, and perhaps impossible, to phrase a duality theory for twisted crossed products or regular extensions by abelian groups, some aspects of the theory persist 15 .
For the balance of this section, the group G will be supposed to be abelian ? with dual group G.
Following g) ) is almost everywhere independent of g; we write x 0 for this fixed value. It is clear that x and I(x Q ) represent the same element of JM®L°°(G), so that x^I(^5H). The converse inclusion, I(<5K) c 37 fl (<3tt®L~(G)) is automatic.
Remark. It is virtually certain that the operators p(h), AeG, and y= y®l 9 y^<3H 9 defined in the proof of 3.1.8, generate the commutant of 37. The author however has not checked this in full detail. In Section 5, we shall establish a kind of converse to 3.1.8.
Operations on Kernels
In 3.1.5 we have associated to each G-kernel {<3tt, 6} an element ; V(Z(<3tt))). Here we seek to answer two natural questions which arise; which 3-cocycles arise in this manner; and what are the operations on kernels corresponding to the natural group structure in H\l Finding the "inverse" of a kernel is the simplest of these questions and we adress this first.
Let <3tt be a von Neumann algebra, and c5ff the opposite algebra i.e. JM°h as the same ring and involutive structure as JH, but the product is i(x)i(y) =i(yx) (where, for xe J% i(x) denotes the corresponding element of JM°). For cKeAut(c5fO, set a°(i(x))=i(a(x))' 9 it is readily checked that a-*a° is an isomor- The product structure among kernels is somewhat more complex,, and seems to depend on the following idea. Essentially, we need to be able to form the "tensor product of von Neumann algebras over their common centre". 
(v(h f kMgM)==f(g,h f k)v(g f h)v(gh,k), then al(v\gMv°(g,hk)=i(f(g,h,K)*) X v°(g,h)v°(gh, k). However, the map i: Z(JM)-*Z(*
«5K(r)®c3f(rXMr)-
The dependence of JM® o><3tt on 0 is strong; if Z> is two-dimensional and JU=JUi®^2 9 M=M l @M 2 , then e5K®* M can be either of Jli&M&JH* or c5K 1 ®^2©^2®^u
an( i these may well be non-isomorphic. Let {3tt,0}, { JJf, 5} be G-kernels, and choose Borel maps a (resp. a):
(resp. Aut(JO), v (resp. v): OxG-^^JK) (resp. ^(Jf)) with
a g oa h = Ad v(g,h)oa gh a g oa h = Ad v(g,K)oa gh a g (v(h, k))v(g, hk) = f(g, h, k)v(g, H)v(gh, k)
In order to consider the product / / we must assume there is an isomorphism 0: S5(c30->.Z(cJO with 6 g o0=®od g9 geG; we shall consider 2(c30 and 2>(*3tt) to be identified by means of (2). We choose once and for all point realization (g,r)~»gr for the action of G on L°°(r 5 ^)^ 9 where u(g,h)^32 has
S e v ?(£ * A) ® v v (g, h)djj.(r)>
Finally, since both f(g, h,k) and f(g,h,k) become diagonal operators in the central decompositions of <3H and JM, we see p g (u(h, k))u(g, hk) = f(g, h, k)f(g, h, k)u(g, h)u(gh, k)
for g,h,k&G, and (ii) is established.
In order to see that all 3-cocycles arise as obstructions it seems to be necessary to restrict attention to countable groups G. The construction below is somewhat related to that of 2.1.4.
Proposition 3.2A Let G be a countable group with order =£2, 0 a homomorphism of G into Aut(<JT), where Jl is an abelian von Neumann algebra, and ; <U(o?))-Then there is a G-kernel {JM, 6} with f{<M,0J=f.
Proof. Let/e/ be a normalized 3-cocycle, so that
,K) =f(gh,k,l)f(g,h,kl)
We shall construct a full II r f actor 5* 
(A([h, k])) = *([g,h][gh,k][g,hk]-1 ).
We may now define the desired automorphisms of <JL®9? by
Clearly a g (a®l) = O g (a)®l for a^Jl, while, writing v(A,fc) = l<gM([A,fc]), we have a g (v(h,k}) = (f(g,h,k)®l)v(g,h)v(gh,k)v(g,hk)* .
Also a^oa A (a®l)=a^(a(S)l) for a^<JL; on the other hand an easy computation using the cocycle identity for / (c.f. [21] 
) shows that for g,h,k,i^G, a g oa h( v (k>l)) = v(g>h)a g h(v(k>l)}v(g,h)* so that a g oa h =Adv(g,h
)oa gh as required.
Q.E.D.
Remarks, (i) In case G=Z p , the /7-element cyclic group, and JL=C, Connes [5] has constructed automorphisms of the hyper-finite II r factor with specified arbitrary obstruction. It is not clear to what extent this construction may be generalized^ .
(ii) The above proposition remains true in the exceptional case G=Z 2 . However it has somewhat limited interest as if Z 2 acts freely on the abelian von Neumann algebra JL, H 3 (G; <U(o?))={0}.
1) V. Jones, in a preprint entitled "Actions of finite abelian groups on the hyperfinite 1f actor" has realized an arbitrary obstruction for a finite abelian group in the hyperfinite Hi factor. §4. Split Kernels and Their Extensions 4.1. Splitting Criteria Definition 4.1.1. A (/-kernel {JK, 0} is said to be split in case there is a Borel homomorphism a: G->Aut(<3tt) with 6oa=6. Such a map a will be termed a splitting map for 0 or {J% 6} .
It is clear that the 3-cocycle associated to a split G-kernel is trivial; we shall establish a partial converse to this.
The type I case is easily disposed of by Remark 4.12. If JU is of type I it is of the form 2®cJ B ®£F w where JL n is abelian, and EF n is the type I M -factor; thus it suffices to consider the case <3tt=Jl n ®3! n . But then if a e Aut(J$0 and ft is the restriction of a to JL n ® 1, then Aduoa=fi for some u^.
c U(JM). Thus if g->o^e Aut(c30 is a Borel map with g-*P g a homomorphism (^ is the restriction of a g to <Jl n ® 1), then A&u g°ag =fi g for some map g-*u g^c U(i5H) which we easily see may be chosen to be Borel. Thus eoa=6 is split.
Theorem 4.1.3. Let {JM, 0} be a G-kernel with trivial obstruction. Then if either JM is properly infinite, or JM is a finite ll^algebra and G is finite, {Jtt, 6} is split.
Proof. Let {JM, 0} have trivial obstruction. By virtue of 3.1.5 (iii) we may choose Borel maps a:
These maps will be fixed throughout the remainder of the proof. We consider each case separately.
Case 1 : <3tt properly infinite. Let Moo(C) denote the /«, factor. From the proof of Lemma 4.7 of [30] , we see we may choose an isomorphism a: <3tt-*<3tt®M <»(€), and unitaries w g , ge(j in JMGQM^C) with Adw g oaoa g oa~1=a g (& c (The only point in the proof of Takesaki's Lemma 4.7 where it is necessary to assume g-*a g is a representation is in proving w g r g (w h )=w gh where r g =aoa g oo~~1.') By construction, g-*w g is Borel. 2: <3M, a Ilj-algebra, and G finite of order «. Let {e i j' 9 i,j=l,"' 9 n} be a system of nxn matrix units in JH 9 and Jl =JUr\ {e lV ;/,7=l, 2, -,/i}'. Thus c3K is isomorphic with Jl®M n (C\ and {e f -y} correspond to the canonical matrix units {/i/; /j=l, •••,»} in the full nxn matrix algebra M n (C). We regard a g , g^G as automorphisms on 32®M B (C). Note that for each f, the projections f ifi and a g (fi^ have the same centre-valued trace -, and hence are equivalent. We may thus find n unitaries w g9 g^G in Jl®M n (C) with A.dw g oa g (f ij )=f i j for all g, and ij= 1,2, -",77. Thus we may write Ad w g oa g =ft g ®c for some automorphisms ft g of 32.
Note
that (fl e ®e)o(ft k ®e)=Adw g a g (w h )u(g 9 h)wf h o(ft gk ®^
thus w^wj X n(g, h)w% =u 1 (g, /z)® 1 for some unitaries w^g, /z) e 32. A direct computation shows that J3 g (u 1 
for all g,h,k<=G. Using 2.1.3 again, we find a (Borel) family g-^v(g) of unitaries in 32®M n (C) with w 1 (g,/z)®l-(^^®OW/z))v(g)v(g/7)* for g,AeG. Thus w^(w ; >( 
If g-*u g is another Borel map with a g =Adu g oft g , then, with b g =(Ug)*u g 9 we see so that the 2-cocycles derived from g-*u g and g-*u g are cohomologous as required.
(ii) If a g =Adu g oj3 g and fi g =Adv g°rg , then a g =Ad u g v g°rg9 and
where 
. Let {<3H, 6} be a G-kernel, with splitting map a. Then if either <3M is properly infinite, or <3tt is a II r algebra and G is finite, every element of H&(G; c U(S>(< t 3^i))) is of the form o) (a^ for some splitting map ft.
Proof, Let Q)^Zl(G; ^U(S(^))) be arbitrary. In either case, it is sufficient to show there is a Borel map g-*u g^c U(JM) with o)(g, h)=a g (u h )u g uf h9 for then, with ft g =Adufoa g we see
Thus p is a splitting map for 6 9 and by construction o)=o) (a^. As in the proof of 4.1.3, we argue the two situations separately. 
So with u g =d(g)* we obtain°>
Case 2: JM a Il^-algebra, (7 has order «. We adopt the notation of the proof of 4.2.3, Case 2. Thus there are unitaries w g^J L®M n (C) and automorphisms p g ,g^G of Jl with Adw g oa g =P g ®t, where c5K is identified with Jl®M n (C). There seems to be no easy guarantee that g-*P g is a representation; however, as computed in 4.1.3, the obstruction associated to g-*e(P g ) is trivial. Thus, from the conclusion of 4.1.3, we may choose unitaries w^e^ with g->Adw^o^^ a representation of (7. By changing w g above to (w' g ®l)w g9 we may assume that g-+P g is a representation of G in Aut(JM).
Since cy(g, A)eS(JK), we may write o)(g,h)=v(g,h)® 1, with v(g,h)<=2>(3l)\ clearly (g,Ii)->v(g,K)
is a /?-2-cocycle. Since both g-*a g and g-*fl g are representations, we see that w^a^(^)w|^ is central; we write w^a^(w A )wJi-ju(g,ti)® 1 with ^fy&V^Jl)}.
It is readily checked that (g,fi)->ju(g,K)
is also a /9-2-cocycle. Thus from 2. Thus c» has the required form. Q.E.D.
Regularization of Extensions
Let {<3tt,0} be a split (/-kernel, and a a fixed splitting map; let be an extension of JH by G realizing 6. Define automorphisms of 3H 9 and unitaries v(g,h)^<3tt, g,h^G by Clearly g-^p g and (g,h)-*v(g,ti) are Borel maps. Since eoa=eo/3=d, there is a Borel map geG-^e^c^O with Ad u g o/3 g =a g . Thus Also, with Xi(g)=I(Ug)n(g) we see
Since a g oa h =a gh , we see G>(g,ti)=u g j3 g (u h )v(g,h)uf h is central in <_5K. Also, we may compute
= I(a>(g,ti)Q)(gh,k))
for g,h,k<=G .
Thus caeZifGj^L/CSCcaO)). If we consider a and {37,7,4 as given data, the only indeterminacy in constructing a> is in the choice of unitaries u g with Adu g oft g =a g . However if g-+u' g is another Borel map with AdM^o^=a^, the 2-cocycle Q>'(g,h)=u g p g (ui)v(g,li)u g h is cohomologous to co; clearly also any 2-cocycle cohomologous to a* arises in this way. Finally, it is trivial to check that we may choose ^ to have the properties ^i(g)e/(c5fO?r(g),
x^^H, if and only if the 2-cocycle co associated to {32, /, n} and a is (cohomologically) trivial. We record this as The extension theory of properly infinite von Neumann algebras, or of Ilj-algebras by finite groups, is thus particularly simple from an algebraic point of view, even though one is obliged to deal with (possibly) of a multiplicity of liftings for a given kernel. Our results also have significance for injective von Neumann algebras ([7] ) and for the representation theory of certain locally compact groups, as will be seen in Section 6. §5 0 Isomorphism Criteria for Here, we seek criteria on an extension {52, /, n} of <3tt by G in order that it be equivalent (in a sense made precise below) to a twisted crossed product extension. § 9 1 8 Algebraic Criteria
There are several notions of equivalence for extensions of JK by G which are amenable to interpretation in our context. Proof. Suppose the extensions are (strongly) equivalent, and choose an isomorphism *: S^-*^ with *(/ 1 (^0)=/ 2 (c30, ^(^(g))e/ 2 (^)?r 2 (g). Define G and g-*u g by and Note that in the case of strong equivalence, we may choose a = t. The indicated relations follow trivially by applying K to the equations and and using the definitions of v 2 (g 9 h), o and w^.
Conversely, suppose the extensions {^n jy l j ,7r j } j j=l 9 
Plfmcherel Pairs
Throughout, {JM, 0} will denote a fixed split G-kernel, and a a fixed splitting map; since a is Borel and G and Aut(c5K) both Polish, a is in fact continuous (see [2] ). According to 4.3.1, each extension of c_5K by G realizing 6 has a normalized form {7l,I 9 n} i.e. Ad *&)(/(*)) -/(«,(*)); for some a>eZ|((j; ^(^(J^O)). (For convenience we say {31, /, n} induces a and co). Thus {31, 1, a} enjoys the same algebraic properties as the twisted product extension {&(<${, G, a, co) , I", *"} (example 3.1.3 and [27] ). We shall develop necessary and sufficient conditions for a normalized extension inducing a and co to be isomorphic with a twisted crossed product extension.
In the following discussion, when we refer to a weight on a von Neumann algebra, we mean a faithful, normal, semifinite weight; we omit the qualifications. We refer to [29] for the theory of weights and left Hilbert algebras.
Let {71, /, x} be an arbitrary extension of <3ft by G; for x^JC(G;JM), the space of norm-bounded Borel maps x: g^G-^x(g)^^5H with {g: x(g)=£Q} precompact, define an operator x^Jl by x=\ n(g)I(x(g))dg (this exists as a We may thus suppose 3Z=3l(c% G, a, a>), 7(jc)=r(a(jc)), jce JK and *&)=*"&)/*(«,), geG, for some aeAut(c5K) and Borel map g->u g^€ U(JM).
Let 9 be a weight on <_5Jf, and 9 the weight on 7l=Sl(^3H, G, a, co) dual to -^=<poa-1 (see [27] (ii) Let {32,1, x} be a normalized extension of Jtt by G inducing a and o), and let {9,9} be a Plancherel pair for {Jtt, 32,1, TT} . We suppose that JM (resp. 32) acts on the Hilbert space M (resp. M) derived from 9 (resp. 9), and we let A, (resp. A) denote the canonical map from the full left Hilbert algebra E(resp. 11) derived from 9 (resp. 9) into M (resp. M). By hypothesis, A(l8) is dense in M.
Note that for x(=JC(G; <3tt) with JceS, then x=0 implies 0-^(Jc*Jc) = \ 9( x (g)* x (g})dg, so that ;t(g)=0 a.e. Thus there is a well defined linear The strength of the concept of Plancherel pairs of weights lies in the requirement 5.2.1 (iii). This should be interpreted as an orthogonality condition (for the x(g)) over 7(«_30); it can also be interpreted as an analogue of a dimension condition frequently met with in the theory of (finite dimensional) central simple algebras. We also obtain the following more familiar criterion for a normalized extension to be a twisted crossed product (cf. [3] , [12] ? and a g is properly outer, E(n(g))=Q, Thus if <p is any faithful normal state on <3tt, and y=(poE 9 we may compute for x^JC(G; <3K) thus {<?,$} Plancherel pair for {32, <3H 9 I,n} .
The relevant feature of the above proof of course is that E(x(g))=Q for
0 Dual Actions
According to 3.1.8, if G is an abelian group and {31, 7, n} any regular extension of <?M by G, the dual group G acts as automorphisms on 71 in such a way that «/<g))=<&/>Xg) and 7(c3Q = {xe37: a/x)=x for all The following converse is patterned after the results of [18] . We note that if G is discrete, 5.3.1 may be proven more easily using 5.2.4;
the map E: Jl-><3tt, defined by E(y) = \a p (y)dp is a conditional expectation
J G
with E(n(g))=Q for g^=e. The proof of 5.2.4 now applies. § 60 Applications
These fall in three (related) classes; we begin with twisted crossed products. Twisted crossed products have been seen to be useful since Connes [6] constructed examples of factors not anti-isomorphic with themselves (see [27] also for details), although they have been discussed in the literature much earlier ( [32] ) ; they have been advertized as a method of constructing von Neumann algebras which are not constructible using ordinary crossed products. However, we have Proof. Let {37,1, n} be a regular extension of JH by G; by 4.3.3 {32,7, n} is strongly equivalent to an extension {37,7,^} where ^ is a representation of G in <U(3Z). If we write Ad *te)(7(x))=7(a,(*)), n(g)n(h) =I(v(g The interpretation of this in terms of non-anti-isomorphism is that there are von Neumann algebras Jfi anti-isomorphic with themselves, and representations ge(j-»a^eAut(J$0 such that for no anti-automorphism G of JM is aoa g oo~1=a e for all g^G. Interest in twisted crossed products is thus reduced to abelian algebras and possibly H (non-factor) von Neumann algebras.
We now turn to extensions of injective von Neumann algebras. In particular, any extension of the hyperfinite factor by a finite group is injective.
If M is any locally compact group, and p a continuous unitary representation of M on separable Hilbert space, we say p is A. We note it is not clear whether or not, if p is a representation of M which is A.F.D, the induced representation IndiJp of M is also injective.
